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ABSTRACT This paper describes an analysis of microscopic models for the coupling between ion flow and rotation of
bacterial flagella. In model I it is assumed that intersecting half-channels exist on the rotor and the stator and that the
driving ion is constrained to move together with the intersection site. Model II is based on the assumption that ion flow
drives a cycle of conformational transitions in a channel-like stator subunit that are coupled to the motion of the rotor.
Analysis of both mechanisms yields closed expressions relating the torque M generated by the flagellar motor to the
rotation rate v. Model I (and also, under certain assumptions, model II) accounts for the experimentally observed linear
relationship between M and v. The theoretical equations lead to predictions on the relationship between rotation rate
and driving force which can be tested experimentally.
INTRODUCTION
Many bacteria use rotating flagella for locomotion (1-8).
The force driving the rotation of the flagellum is generated
in the basal body, which is embedded in the cell wall and
the plasma membrane. The basal body of gram-positive
bacteria such as Bacillus subtilis contains two parallel
rings of 20-30-nm diam. The M ring is co-planar with the
plasma membrane and is assumed to be rigidly attached to
the flagellum. The S ring is located on the external side of
the plasma membrane and is likely to be connected with
the cell wall. It is usually assumed that the torque required
for the movement of the flagellum is generated by rotation
of the M ring relative to the S ring. Gram-negative
bacteria such as Escherichia coli have two additional rings
which are associated with the peptidoglycan layer and the
outer lipopolysaccharide membrane; they probably serve
as bearings and do not participate in force generation.
The flagellar motor contains several independent force-
generating units. This notion is based on experiments with
paralyzed mot mutants of E. coli (9, 10), in which induc-
tion of the synthesis of the mot B protein leads to a stepwise
increase of rotation speed. From the ratio of the maximal
speed to the size of the speed increment, the existence of
about 16 independent units can be inferred (10). This
conclusion is consistent with the results of electron micro-
scopic studies (11) which gave evidence for 16-fold rota-
tional symmetry in the M ring. In freeze-fracture electron
micrographs of the gram-negative bacterium Aquaspiril-
lum serpens, a similar number (14-16) of membrane
particles ("studs") is seen at the periphery of annular
depressions, normally occupied by one of the rings (12).
The mot proteins are not found in preparations of isolated
basal bodies but remain with the cytoplasmic membrane
(13).
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Numerous studies have shown that in E. coli and in a
number of other bacteria the motor is driven by a trans-
membrane electrochemical gradient of H+ (14-20). In
alkalophilic bacteria the driving ion seems to be Na+ (21).
It has been estimated that at a driving force of 100-200
mV, the passage of a few hundred protons per revolution is
sufficient to sustain rotation of the motor at high viscous
load (22). When the load is heavy, the motor operates at
constant torque, the rotation rate being inversely propor-
tional to the viscosity of the medium (18, 23). When the
load is light, as, for instance, in a filament-less mutant, the
motor runs at a constant limiting rate, independent of the
load (7, 24). The motor can switch from clockwise to
counterclockwise rotation and it can be driven artificially
by a protonmotive force of reverse polarity (18).
Several hypothetical mechanisms for the flagellar motor
have been proposed (7, 25-37). These models have shown
how in principle coupling between ion translocation and
rotation can arise, but, except for the interesting work of
Oosawa and collaborators (33-35), they have not been
worked out in sufficient detail as to allow a quantitative
analysis of the relationship between torque and rotational
speed.
In the following, we discuss two kinetic models of the
flagellar motor involving transitions between discrete
states. The analysis leads to analytical expressions relating
rotation rate to electrochemical driving force and to viscous
load. This study has been stimulated by recent experimen-
tal work from the laboratory of Berg (24) in which the
torque M generated by the flagellar motor has been
measured in a wide range of rotation rates P. The results of
the theoretical analysis agree with the experimentally
observed linear relationship between M and v. Moreover,
predictions on the dependence of v on driving force can be
derived that are amenable to experimental test.
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MODEL I: INTERSECTING
HALF-CHANNELS
basal body but remain in the cytoplasmic membrane
(13, 29).
Model I is based on the notion that ion passage through the
plasma membrane requires a kind of "channel," i.e., a
series of polar ligand groups with which the ion interacts in
an energetically favorable way (27, 29). The model is
characterized by the following assumptions (Fig. 1): (a)
The M ring is surrounded by a number of "stator
elements" attached to the cell wall, each containing a
ligand row oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ring.
The mot B gene product may be identical with, or be part
of, these stator elements. (b) At the periphery of the M
ring ligand rows are present that are oriented at an angle 0
with respect to the ligand rows on the stator elements. (c)
The interaction energy of the ion with a single ligand row is
not sufficient to compensate for the energy required to
remove the ion from water, but an energetically favorable
situation is given when the ion is located at the site of
intersection of the two ligand rows where it has twice as
many ligand groups available.
Under these conditions the ion is constrained to move
together with the intersection point. For the geometrical
arrangement depicted in Fig. 1, ion flow from the external
medium to the cytoplasm leads to counterclockwise' rota-
tion of the M ring. A similar model has been considered
earlier in which the two half-channels were assumed to be
located in the opposing faces of the M and the S ring (27).
This geometry has become unlikely by the finding that the
mot A and mot B polypeptides do not co-purify with the
Ns stator elements
Evaluation of the Rotation Rate
We assume that the oblique ligand rows (or half-channels)
on the M ring are narrowly spaced but do not overlap (Fig.
1). If 0 is the angle subtended by a half-channel, and if h
and r are the height and the radius of the ring, the number
Nr of half-channels on the periphery of the rotor is given
by
2ir
N, =1. (1)
We first consider the case that only a single stator
element is present at the periphery of the M ring. If the
flagellum rotates in a medium of finite viscosity, frictional
forces give rise to an (average) external torque me which
tends to slow down the motor. In the presence of the torque
me, an ion located in the intersection site experiences a
force Fe directed perpendicular to the plane of the ring:
me me
F h= Me = tgo.h r (2)
This relation is derived by the following argument.
When an ion in the intersection site is translocated over the
distance h (Fig. 1) against a force Fe, work of magnitude
Feh is performed. This work must be equal to the mechani-
cal energy meo corresponding to rotation of the ring by the
angle 0. Fe is taken to be positive if the force is directed
outward; 0 and 0 are positive when outward movement of
ions is associated with clockwise rotation of the flagellum
(as in Fig. 1).
The motion of the ion along the half-channel on the
stator element, which is coupled to rotation of the ring,
may be described by a sequence of discrete steps. For this
purpose we introduce the potential energy profile of the ion
along the transport pathway, consisting of a series of
potential wells separated by activation barriers (Fig. 2).
The potential wells are the sites where the ion is energeti-
cally favorably surrounded by ligand groups. In the pres-
ence of an electric field E and of a mechanical force Fe
acting on the proton, the energy level of well i + 1, referred
to the energy level of well i, changes by the amount A Ui:
ligand row ligand row
on rotor on stator element
cytoplasm
FIGURE 1 Arrangement of ligand rows (half-channels) on rotor and
stator. The ligand rows on the circumference of the M ring (rotor) are
oriented at an angle 0 with respect to the ligand rows on the stator
elements. Inward movement of ions occupying the intersection sites leads
to counterclockwise rotation of the rotor. r and h are the radius and the
height of the ring, respectively.
"'Clockwise" and "counterclockwise" refer to the direction of rotation as
seen from the extracellular side.
AUi = -(eoE + F,)a,. (3)
ai is the distance between potential wells i and i + 1, and eo
is the elementary charge. Implicit in Eq. 3 is the assump-
tion that the electric field strength E = (,6' - VI")/h is
constant along the transport pathway. According to the
theory of absolute reaction rates (38), the jumping fre-
quencies k' and k" of the ion (Fig. 3) are related to AUi in
the following way:
k= k, exp (-AUi/2kT) = k exp [ai(u + w)/2] (4)
-k" exp (AUi/2kT) = k' exp [ -ai- ,(u + w) /2] (5)
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FIGURE 2 Potential-energy profile of the ion along the half-channe
the stator element. c' and c" are the proton concentrations on
cytoplasmic and the external side of theM ring, respectively, 4t and il/
electric potentials and k , k, ... the rate constants for crossing
barriers.
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ai = a,/h is the fractional distance between potential we
and i + 1; for equally spaced wells, the ai are equa
1/(n + 1). u is the transmembrane voltage in units
kT/eo ; 25.2 mV (at 200C), w the mechanical energ!
rotation by angle X against the torque me (in units of k
and k and k' are the values of k; and k' for u = w = 0.
Implicit in Eqs. 4 and 5 is the assumption that the tori
me is continuously acting on the motor, in the same wan
an externally applied torque. This represents an appr
mation, since in reality me results from frictional foi
associated with movement of the rotor. At low ion cone
tration, the behavior of the motor may be influenced
fluctuations in the occupancy of the binding sites. For
reason, we restrict the following analysis to high
n.1
2
0
cytoplasm
B,- k;'- k-'H' h; B, B2
cyt
concentrations at which the binding sites are always occu-
pied.
The relative motion of the rotor with respect to the stator
may be described by a sequence of transitions between
discrete states. In the reaction scheme of Fig. 3 empty
states of the intersection site are denoted by A and
occupied states by B; Ai and Bi are the states in which the
intersection site is located at the position of the ith energy
well (Fig. 2). When the motor performs steady clockwise
rotation, the cycle starts in state A0 by binding of H+ from
the cytoplasm (Ao- Bo). The system then moves through
B1, B2, .. ., B. to B, + . After release of the proton to the
external side (Bn + l1 An + J), a transition to state Aotakes
place in which the next ligand row on the rotor intersects
with the ligand row on the stator in position 0. At nonsatu-
:1 on rating extracellular proton concentration, cycles with
tthe empty binding site (Ao - Al * ...*An + 1 Ao) will
the occasionally occur. This represents a loss of strict coupling
between proton flux and rotational motion. Close to equi-
librium the system carries out a biased random walk
among the states of the reaction scheme, corresponding to
(6) a superposition of steady rotation and rotary Brownian
motion (39). In a motor containing several force-generat-
(7) ing units, quasi-continuous rotation occurs already at very
small driving force.
:lls i For the analysis of the reaction scheme of Fig. 3 we
'1to introduce the probability x [Y] that the stator channel is in
state Y:0ot
y of
IT),
que
y as
oxi-
rces
,en-
by
this
ion
k,' -B_ Bn+'
-
.1
H,
n+
57 {x[A,] + x[Bi]}= 1.
i-o
(8)
Assuming that protonation and deprotonation of the
entrance sites (i = 0, and i = n + 1) are not rate limiting,
the probability of states AO, Bo. An + U, and Bn + I can be
expressed by equilibrium dissociation constants K' and
Kt":
(9)x[BO] cK x[BA,1] C"
x[Ao] K"l x[A., 1] K"
c' and c" are the proton concentrations in the cytoplasmic
and in the extracellular medium, respectively.
When the system is in state An + 1, the rotor half-channel
intersects with the external entrance site of the stator
half-channel. A transition may then occur to state A' in
which the next rotor half-channel intersects with the
cytoplasmic entrance site of the stator half-channel; as
indicated in Fig. 1 this transition may occur with negligible
shift in the angular position of the rotor. Assuming that the
energy barrier between states An +I and Ag is low, these
states are always in equilibrium with each other:
FIGURE 3 Relative motion of the rotor half-channel with respect to the
stator half-channel, represented as a sequence of transitions between
discrete states. States with empty intersection site are denoted by A,
states with occupied intersection by B; Ai and B, are the states in which
the intersection site is located at the position of the ith potential well (Fig.
2). k ,, k,, . . . are rate constants of transitions between occupied states.
x[An+1 -H
x [AO] (10)
(Note that states AO and AS are equivalent since all rotor
half-channels can be assumed to have identical properties.)
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The quantity H is a voltage- and torque-independent
equilibrium constant which may be set equal to unity.
According to the principle of microscopic reversibility,
the rate constants and equilibrium constants of the reac-
tion cycle of Fig. 3 are connected by the relation
kok. kn K"
k"k" *-= ~exp (u + w) (1
1 2 *---- n+
(see Appendix A). Introducing Eqs. 4 and 5 into Eq. 11
yields
ao + a+ * +a, = 1. (12)
This equation expresses the fact that in the process
Ao Bo o . * Bn+ IX- An"+ l, a single elementary
charge is translocated across the membrane.
The rotation rate v of the flagellum is connected with the
rate j of ion flux through a single channel. Under the
condition that the binding site is always occupied by an ion,
j and v are related by
j = NPV. (13)
This equation simply states that during one revolution, N,
rotor half-channels pass the stator element. v is taken to be
positive for clockwise rotation of the flagellum (viewed
from the extracellular medium); this corresponds, for the
geometry shown in Fig. 1, to outward flow of ions (j > 0).
The flux rate ] can be evaluated by calculating the steady-
state probabilities x[Y] of the states of the cycle, as
described in Appendix B. For n = 0, 1, and 2 the rotation
rate v is obtained in the following form, using Eq. 13:
n = 0:
k'H c'exp (u + w) -c
,v= .,
N,K11 c'/K' + c"H/K"
n = 1:
k''k;'H c' exp (u + w) -c
NMK" (Q'/K')c' + (Q"H/K")c"
Q'--ko + k' + k'{
Q"itk + k'{k+ k'i
rotation can be driven by a pH difference alone. In this
case the driving force is of purely entropic (thermal) origin.
When the membrane potential is zero (u = 0) and when
the motor rotates at vanishing viscous load (w > 0), the
rotation rate v is simply proportional to the proton concen-
tration difference c' - c" (Eqs. 14, 15, and 18).
Eqs. 14-20 have been derived under the condition that
only a single stator element is present. We now assume that
the motor contains N. < N, stator elements which are
regularly arranged around the M ring.2 The external
torque me per binding site (Eq. 2) and the total external
torque Me acting on the motor are then related by me =
Me/NS, so that according to Eqs. 1 and 7, the torque M =
- Me generated by the motor is given by
kT
M = - - N Nw.2ir (21)
According to the definition of the sign of me, M > 0
corresponds to counterclockwise rotation of the flagellum.
Following Berg and Khan (30, 31) we assume that the
stator elements are elastically coupled to the cell wall so
that they can carry out restricted motion along the circum-
ference of the M ring. When a stator element moves by one
step while the rotor retains its position, elastic energy is
stored which may be released in a subsequent rotation of
the rotor. In this way each stator element may act as a
(quasi-) independent force-generator. As long as only
time-averaged steady-state properties of the motor are
considered, the elastic forces acting between the rotor and
stator elements need not be taken into account explicitly.
Maximum Torque and Maximum
Rotation Rate
(14) In the limit of infinite viscous load, rotation ceases (v = 0)
and the torqueM becomes maximal. According to Eqs. 14,
15, or 18, the value wo corresponding to v = 0 is equal to
(15) - u + ln (c"/c') = -eoAp/kT, where Ap is the protonmo-
tive force acting on the motor:
(16)
(17)
kT c'
AP = i,1 - 41&" + -lIn-.
eo c
(22)
n = 2:
k,k'k'3'H c' exp (u + w) -c"
N,K (Q'/K')c' + (Q"H/K")c"
Q'--ko(k; + k' + k') + k;(k' + k'"') + k';k'
Q"-= k'(k' + k'e + k'i) + k'(k' + ki') + k"'k"'.
This gives
(18)
(19)
(20)
In the case n = 0 the ion passes over a single barrier
separating the two entrance sites. For n > 2 where the
expressions for Q' and Q" become rather cumbersome, it is
preferable calculating j and v numerically, using Eqs.
B1-B3 of Appendix B.
From the derivation of Eqs. 14-20 it is clear that
eoMo-MM-o=-NN, Ap2irS (23)
Eq. 23 has a simple interpretation. 27rMo is the work
delivered by the motor in a single revolution under near-
equilibrium conditions (v - 0). This work is equal to the
driving force per ion, eoAp, times the total number N =
NrNs of ions that pass through the motor during one
revolution.
2The condition N, - Nr is introduced to ensure that a stator half-channel
intersects not more than once with a rotor half-channel.
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Since Mo is a unique function of Ap, a pH difference
ApH generates the same maximal torque as a voltage Alt =
- (kT/eo)ApH. This equivalence between Ait and ApH no
longer holds at finite rotation rates (see below).
In the limit of vanishing friction, the torque approaches
zero and the rotation rate v becomes maximal. According
to Eqs. 14, 15, 18, and 22, this maximal value of v is given
by
kp';. . . kn'
I
Hc"
"o-= _o= N K"
exp (eoAp/kT) - 1
(Q'/K')c' + (Q"H/K")c" (24)
vo vanishes with vanishing protonmotive force Ap. On the
other hand, from the form of Eq. 24 it is clear that vo is not
a unique function of Ap (note that k'", k2', . .. , K', K", Q',
and Q" depend in general on voltage u). This means that
(in contrast to the behavior of MO) a pH difference is, in
general, not equivalent to a voltage A4/ with respect to
rotation speed. Only close to equilibrium (c' > c", u ; 0,
Ap 0O) the relation Po a Ap holds. It may be expected,
however, that for certain combinations of the kinetic
parameters an approximate equivalence between AA1 and
ApH may extend beyond the near-equilibrium range.
Eq. 24 provides a microscopic interpretation for the
occurrence of a maximal rotation rate. At low viscous load,
rotation speed is limited by the rate constants of the
elementary ion-transfer reactions in the motor (33). For
instance, for n = 0 the maximal rotation rate under the
condition c' = c", K' = K",H = 1 is equal to k"'[exp (eoAp/
kT) - 1] /Nr, where kj' is the rate constant of ion translo-
cation across the central barrier. The finite rate of the
elementary steps in the reaction cycle leads to a kind of
intrinsic friction which ultimately limits the speed of the
motor. In the vicinity of v = Po, the motor does not perform
work, and all free energy contained in the electrochemical
gradient (6 kTper proton at Ap = -150 mV) is dissipated.
The intrinsic friction of the motor may be described by a
friction coefficientf, defined by the relation
27rwofi = Mo. (25)
Comparison with Eqs. 11, 23, and 24 under the condition
IApI << kT/eo, c' = c" yields for a channel without internal
binding sites (n = 0):
=Nr 2 kTN,
Ji 27r Il/ko'+ Ilk"'' (26)
between torque M and rotation rate v at large values of v.
Additional information at small rotation rates is provided
by experiments with tethered cells (18, 42). Taken
together, these studies demonstrate that M varies nearly
linearly with v over virtually the whole range between v > 0
and vo . 100 Hz (Fig. 4). M(v) can thus be represented by
the relation
M(v) Mo (1 -v/iO). (27)
MO and vo are the maximal torque and the maximal
rotation rate introduced in Eqs. 23 and 24.
The predicted form of M(v) for n = 0, 1, 2, and 7 and
different values of the protonmotive force Ap is represented
in Fig. 5. For n c 2, M(v) was calculated from Eqs. 14, 15,
18, and 21; for n = 7 the matrix-inversion method (43) was
used together with Eqs. B1-B3 of Appendix B. It is seen
that for increasing number n of internal binding sites, the
function M(v) approaches a nearly linear behavior. The
data of Fig. 4 exclude the models with n = 0 and n = 1, but,
within the experimental error limits, they are compatible
with n 2 2. The observed influence of n on M(v) agrees
with expectation, since for large values of n the potential
drop across a single barrier is small so that the dependence
of the rate constants on u + w (Eqs. 4 and 5) becomes
linear. This point has already been discussed by Lowe et al.
(24).
In Fig. 6,M is plotted as a function of v with the number
N, of stator elements as a variable parameter. This corre-
sponds to the experiment of Block and Berg (10) in which
the rotation speed of tethered cells of mot B-negative
mutants has been recorded during biosynthetic incorpora-
tion of the mot B protein (a putative constituent of the
stator element). As may be expected, M(v) curves for
800
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Analogous expressions can be derived for n > 0.
Predicted Values of M(v) and Comparison
with Experimental Results
Lowe et al. (24) recently described experiments with
free-swimming Streptococcus cells in media of different
viscosities, in which they determined the relationship
FIGURE 4 Torque M generated by the flagellar motor as a function of
rotation rate v, from Lowe et al. (24). M is referred to a single flagellum
and is given in units of kT X 4.1- 10-21 J (at 22°C). Mand v are taken to be
positive for clockwise rotation of the flagellum (viewed from the extracellu-
lar medium). Open circles, experiments with free swimming cells of
Streptococcus in media of different viscosity at 220C at constant protonmo-
tive force (24). Solid circle, experiments with tethered cells (18). At high
viscous load (v - 0) the torque approaches a maximum value Mo. At low
load (M 0) the rotation rate assumes a limiting value vo.
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FIGURE 5 Torque M (in units of kT) as a function of rotation rate v for
different values of the protonmotive force Ap. M and v are taken to be
positive for clockwise rotation of the flagellum (viewed from the extracel-
lular medium). n is the number of internal binding sites in the stator
half-channel (Fig. 2). M(v) has been calculated from Eqs. 14, 15, 18, and
21, or (for n = 7) from Eqs. B1-B3. The energy barriers of Fig. 2 have
been assumed to be of identical height, so that ko = k = * = = k" =
* k.. The following parameter values have been used for the
numerical calculations: ce = c' = 1o-7 M; K' = K" = 10-9 M; H =1; a, =
1/(n + 1); N, = 30; N,= 15; k -= 1,000 s-' (n = 0), k=3-3,000 s-' (n =
1), k. = 6,000 s-' (n = 2), k. = 36,000 s-' (n = 7). The values of the rate
constant k. have been chosen such that the slope of M(v) approximately
agrees at v = 0 for the different values of n. T = 25°C.
different values of N0 differ in the maximal torque MO, but
pass through the same value of the maximal rotation rate
v0. Actual values of v for a given rotational friction
coefficient f are specified by the points of intersection of
the straight line M = f * 2irv with the M(v) curves. The
friction coefficientf is defined by
Me=
-f. Q, (28)
where Mc =-M is torque resulting from frictional forces,
and Q = 27rv is the angular velocity.
Introducing M = 2irvf into Eq. 27 yields, together with
Eq. 25:
1O+f/f. (29)
Thus, for f >> fi, the rotation rate is proportional to 1/f,
meaning that at high load the motor runs at constant
load-independent torque (or constant energy output per
revolution). From the experimental results represented in
Fig. 4, the intrinsic frictional coefficient of the motor is
estimated to befi = MO/2irvo t 4.0 10-21 J s. This value
may be compared with the frictional coefficient f
describing the rotation of a tethered cell (24), which is
about fifteen times as large (f - 6.0 * 10`2 J s). On the
other hand, from the observation that a filament-free hook
spins at about the same speed as an entire flagellum (24) it
800
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FIGURE 6 Torque M (in units of kT) as a function of rotation rate v
with the number N, of stator elements as variable parameter. The
calculation has been carried out for n = 2 using Eqs. 18 and 21 with the
following parameter values: c'= c" = 10- M; K'= K" = 10-9M; H = 1;
ko = k; = k2 = k k' = k' = 6,000 s', a. = al = a2 = '/3; N, = 30;
Ap = -200 mV. Values of v for a given friction coefficientfare specified
by the points of intersection of the straight line M = -f. 2wv with the
M(v) curves. (The friction coefficient f is defined by M, = f Q =M,
where it = 2iv is the angular velocity.)
may be concluded that for a freely spinning flagellum in
water the relationf <fi holds.
According to Eqs. 22 and 23, the maximal torque Mo is
determined, at a given value of Ap, by the product NrN0,
which (for fully occupied binding sites) is equal to the
number of protons translocated in one revolution. For
physiological values of Ap(Ap = -150 to -200 mV),
reasonable assumptions about N, and NS (Nr = 30-40,
NS = 15) yield values of Mo that approximately agree with
the experimental data of Fig. 4. (Assuming that the
protonmotive force in the experiments of Fig. 4 was - 200
mV, the predicted value of Mo/kT is 760 for N, = 40 and
Ns = 15.)
In the model discussed here, the maximal rotation rate v0
depends on the intrinsic ion-translocation rate constants of
the motor (Eq. 24). Estimates of v0 from experiments with
free-swimming bacteria (24) or with mutants lacking the
flagellar filament (7) are in the range of 100-200 Hz. In
the simplest version of a symmetrical channel with n = 2
(K' = K", a, = a2 = a3 =/3, H = 1, ko = k = k =k=
k" = k' ko), the maximal rotation rate, as obtained from
Eqs. 4, 5, and 24 for c' = c", is given by
ko y6-i
'Jo = 4N * y(l + yl + y4)
y - exp (eoAp/6kT) = exp (u/6).
With vo = -100 Hz, Ap = -150 mV and N, = 30, ko is
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estimated to be -5,300 s-'. If a single barrier is rate
limiting (rate constant ko), ko would be - 1,500 s-.
Valuable kinetic information may be obtained by mea-
suring rotation rate as a function of protonmotive force Ap.
In experiments with Streptoccus (18) and with Bacillus
subtilis (17, 44) the electrical (A4,) and the chemical
(ApH) components of Ap were found to be almost equally
effective in driving flagellar rotation, at least in a certain
range of Ap. Furthermore, the rotation rate increased
linearly with lAp and, in Bacillus subtilis, saturated above
60 to 100 mV (17, 18, 30, 44); saturation was observed
both for Ap = AA& and for Ap =
-(kT/eo)ApH (17).
In Fig. 7 the maximal rotation rate vo is plotted as a
function of Ap for two different experimental conditions.
In case a the proton concentrations c' and c" are equal and
Ap is given by the transmembrane voltage Ai\. In case b,
Ai,6 is zero and Ap is entirely determined by ApH =
-log(c'/c"). In accordance with thermodynamic expecta-
tion, the predicted rotation rates agree for small values of
Ap. At larger Ap, vo increases in a superlinear fashion in
case b, whereas in case a the rotation rate approaches a
limiting value for -Ap > 50 mV. The saturation in case b
results from the fact that at high driving force the overall
rate is limited by the intrinsic jumping frequencies of the
ion which are independent of Ap for A/' = 0. In case a in
which Ap is present as a transmembrane voltage A4/, thejumping frequencies in forward direction exponentially
increase with increasing Ap (Eqs. 4 and 5), leading to a
superlinear dependence of vo on Ap.
In the presence of a purely electrical driving force
(Ap = A4,6), saturation behavior of vo is predicted whenever
the rate-limiting step is voltage independent. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 8 in which vo is plotted as a function of Ap for
n = 2. Curve a has been calculated assuming that all
barrier heights are equal and are equally affected by
150
FIGURE 7 Maximal rotation rate P. -vv (M = 0) as a function of
protonmotive force Ap. Curve a, driving force consisting in a transmem-
brane voltage (Ap = Ai,/); curve b, driving force consisting in a pH
difference [Ap = (kT/e0) ln (c'/c") = -(59 mV)ApH]. Both curves have
been calculated for n = 2 with c' = 10-7 M; K' = K" = 10-9 M; H = 1;
k=o=k ;=k2= k'" = k"= k" o= 6,000s-;aO = Cil =a2 = -/3;Nr=30-
For this choice of parameters, curve b is given by P. = -(k./
6Nr)tgh(-eoA p/2kT).
0 50 100 150
-AP/mV
FIGURE 8 Maximal rotation rate vo as a function of protonmotive force
Ap under the condition c' = c", Ap = A4, (purely electrical driving force).
c' = c" = I0-' M; K' = K" = 10-9 M; H = 1; N, = 30. Curve a, all barrier
heights equal and equally affected by voltage (ko= = k2 = k') = k2 =
k'3-ko = 6,000 s-'; a. = al = a2 1/3). Curve b, entrance barriers rate
limiting and voltage insensitive (ko =k' = k2 = k' = 4,200 s-, k, = k=
IO, s51; a. = a2 = 0, al = 1). The values of the rate constants have been
chosen such that the slopes of v0(Ap) agree at low Ap.
voltage. Curve b refers to the case that the entrance
barriers are rate-limiting and are insensitive to voltage.
The relationship between vo and Ap is superlinear in case a
and saturating in case b. A dependency of vo on Ap similar
to curve b, albeit with a less pronounced saturation, is
obtained when the central barrier is rate limiting and
voltage insensitive.
When the motor operates at high load (close to v = 0),
the equivalence between A4' and ApH extends over a larger
range of Ap. This may be expected since in the limit v = 0
the torque becomes a unique function of Ap (Eq. 23). In
Fig. 9 the rotation rate v at high viscous load (f/kT = 20
-v
Hz
0 50 100 150
- Ap/mV
FIGURE 9 Rotation rate M as a function of protonmotive force Ap in the
limit of high viscous load (f/kT = 20 s). f is the rotational friction
coefficient defined by MU = -M = f * Q - -f * 2irv, where Q is the
angular velocity. Curve a, driving force consisting in a transmembrane
voltage (Ap = At); curve b, driving force consisting in a pH difference
[Ap = -(59 mV/ApH)]. Curves a and b have been obtained by
calculating M(r) from Eqs. 18 and 21, using the parameter values given in
the legend of Fig. 7. v(Ap) was evaluated from the intersection of M(v)
with the straight line M =f * 2irv forf/kT = 20 s.
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s) is plotted as a function ofAp for c' = c", Ap = A4/' (curve
a) and for AA = 0, Ap =
-(kT/eo)ApH (curve b). It is
seen that the two curves nearly coincide up to -Ap 100
mV. In contrast, at low viscous load (v > v0) the range of
Ap in which Ai,t and ApH are equivalent is much smaller,
as Fig. 7 shows.
Continuum Treatment of Model I:
Behavior at Small Driving Forces
In this section we give a simplified treatment of the model
of intersecting half-channels, assuming that the number of
barriers and wells along the transport pathway is large
(n A- oo) so that ion movement in the channel becomes
quasi-continuous. We allow the number of half-channels
on the rotor (Fig. 1) to be larger than N- 2ir/4, but still
require that a given stator half-channel can be occupied by
not more than one ion at a time. When the ligand rows on
the periphery of the rotor are narrowly spaced, ions may
enter and leave the stator half-channels at virtually any
position of the rotor, so that the stator elements become
statistically independent even without elastic coupling. We
further assume that the gradients of ion concentration and
electric potential are small; under this condition the pro-
tonmotive force is given by (with c' c + Ac, c" C):
Ap Ai\+ + (kT/eO)Ac/c. (31)
According to Eq. 2, the torque acting on the rotor by a
single ion is equal to (eoAp/h) *hl. = eOApNr/2we m.
The total torque from all ions present in the motor is given
by PN^m, where P is the probability that a given stator
half-channel is occupied by an ion:
c
P=
c + Kc (32)
use the relation M = 2irvfintroduced before. This gives
M = MO(1 -v/v0)
MO= PNrNseoAp/27r
1 PNreoAp
vo=04^z2 * Pi* + (1 -P)f?
(35)
(36)
(37)
Mo and v0 are the maximal torque and the maximal
rotation rate introduced previously (Eqs. 23 and 24). Eqs.
36 and 37 hold at arbitrary ion concentration c, whereas
Eqs. 23 and 24 have been derived under the condition P ,
1. Eq. 35 is identical with the empirical linear relation
between torque and rotation rate (Eq. 27). In general, Eq.
35, which has been derived for small protonmotive force
Ap, may be expected to hold only in a limited range of Ap.
The rate J of ion flux through the motor is proportional
to the rotation rate v and to the occupancy probability P:
J = PNrN,. (38)
The relations for J and v may be expressed in the form of
the phenomenological equations of irreversible thermody-
namics (47). Since J is equal to the number of ions
translocated per unit time and since 2irMa is the mechani-
cal energy per revolution supplied from outside, the rate 4)
of free-energy dissipation is given by
4) = J * eoAp + v * 27rMa. (39)
Accordingly, eoAp and 2wrMa are the forces that are
conjugated to the fluxes J and v, respectively. From Eqs. 34
and 38 one obtains
J = L, - eoAp + L12- 2WMa (40)
v = L21 * eoAp + L22 * 2irMa (41)
The equilibrium dissociation constant Kc depends on the
number n of internal energy wells in the channel (45).
When the motor rotates at a frequency v, a frictional force
of magnitude - 2irv(f + f) results. f is the frictional
coefficient describing the hydrodynamic interaction of the
flagellum with the medium andf is the intrinsic frictional
coefficient of the motor which may be expressed by
fi = Ns [Pf* + (1 -P)f?]. (33)
f* and f are the contributions of the single intersection
site in the occupied and in the empty state, respectively, to
f. For the sake of generality, we assume that an additional
externally applied torque Ma acts on the motor (46). When
the motor runs at constant rate, the total torque, PN,m -
27rv(f + f) + Ma, must vanish. This yields
PNrN5eoAp + 27Ma. (34)V i2(f±f,)(4
To obtain a relation between the rotation rate v and the
torque M which is generated by the motor at Ma = 0, we
[PNrN, 2 1L1= 27rJ f+fi
I
L2=" 4ir2(f+f,)
PNrNsL12 =L21
-42(f+f
(42)
(43)
Eq. 43 corresponds to Onsager's symmetry relation which
generally holds at small driving forces (47).
Thermal Fluctuations of Rotation Speed
A small molecular system such as the flagellar motor is
necessarily subjected to large thermal fluctuations. Statis-
tical fluctuations of rotation speed may result from dif-
ferent sources. Both the membrane potential 4' and the
cytoplasmic proton concentration c' exhibit stochastic vari-
ations. Effects of fluctuations of A4,' (48) and of c' on the
flagellar motor are probably small, however. (Although
the average number np of "free" protons is small inside a
bacterium, fluctuations of np are strongly damped by
cytoplasmic buffers in the time range that is of interest
here.) Another source of fluctuations is the time variation
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of the number of driving ions inside the force-generating
units. This results (at constant Ap) in fluctuations of the
driving force acting on the motor. At nonsaturating ion
concentrations the relative amplitude of occupancy fluc-
tuations may be large (of the order of 1 /EfN), but since
their correlation time is short (of the order of 1 /N,v), the
associated fluctuations of rotation speed of the flagellum
are likely to be strongly damped by elastic filtering.
A further source of fluctuations is Brownian motion.
Bacterial flagella carry out rotational diffusion that is
superimposed on energy-driven rotation (39). If Dro1 is the
rotational diffusion coefficient, the variance of the rota-
tional angle X after a time At is given by (49)
((Ax)2) = 2DOtAt = A S . (44)
The magnitude of the effect of Brown motion may be
described by the root-mean-square deviation Ax of rota-
tional angle x after one revolution:
aX - [((AX)2)]12 ,= 2irbr/r. (45)
T = li/vl and br are the mean value and the standard
deviation of the rotation period, respectively. For small
values of the protonmotive force Ap, the angle Ax is
predicted to be, according to Eqs. 34 and 44:
r2kT] ~~1/2
= 27r [ 2kTl] (46)
This equation corresponds to Eq. 3 of Khan et al. (39).
Implicit in the derivation of Eq. 46 is the assumption that
Brownian motion and energy-driven rotation are indepen-
dently superimposed. Experimentally, rotation of flagella
is found to be remarkably regular, with values of 6x/27r of
-0.06 at Ap = -76 mV (39). According to Eq. 46, low
values of Ax are predicted when the product NUN, is large.
For instance, for Nr = 30, Ns = 15, P = 1, Ap =50 mV, and
T = 293 K, 6X/27r becomes 0.047. This means that steady
rotation, even at low protonmotive force Ap, is achieved
when the average number PN, of ions in the motor is
large.
MODEL II: CONFORMATIONAL
TRANSITIONS DRIVEN BY ION FLOW
In the second model we consider the possibility that the
stator element represents an ionic channel in which proton
flow drives a cyclic sequence of conformational transitions.
A mechanism of this kind has been proposed for the
FOF1-type ATP synthetases of bacteria, mitochondria, and
chloroplasts (50-53). Specifically we assume that the
channel can exist in two conformations E' and E" with
inward facing (E') and outward facing (E") proton binding
site (Fig. 10). In state E' the channel protein is separated
from the M ring; upon binding of a proton from the
cytoplasmic side (E' + Ht+- HE'), the protein becomes
E H
Hcyt 1 K K" Hext
FIGURE 10 In model lI the stator element is assumed to represent an
ionic channel in which proton transport drives a cyclic sequence of
conformational transitions. The channel can exist in two conformations E'
and E" with inward facing (E') and outward facing (E") binding site. In
state E' the channel protein is separated from the M ring; upon binding of
a proton from the cytoplasmic side (E' + HW,+ - HE'), the protein
becomes attached to the ring. In the transition HE'- E"H the binding
site is switched from an inward-facing to an outward-facing configura-
tion; at the same time the attachment site moves over a certain distance,
leading to rotation of the rotor in clockwise direction. Upon release of H+
to the external side (E"H - E" + H,5t+) the protein detaches from the
ring. A new cycle may start after back-transition to state E'. The energy
profile of the ion along the transport pathway inside the channel is
schematically depicted for each state. In states E'/HE' the binding site is
easily accessible from the cytoplasm, but separated from the external
medium by a high barrier; in states E"/E"H the site is accessible from the
external side. k', k", 1', and 1" are rate constants of conformational
transitions; K' and K" are equilibrium dissociation constants of HW.
attached to the ring. The channel may then undergo a
conformational transition (HE' - E"H) in which the
binding site is switched from an inward-facing to an
outward-facing configuration; at the same time the attach-
ment site moves over a certain distance, so that the ring
rotates by the angle 4 in the clockwise direction (Fig. 1 1).
Upon release of H+ to the external side (E"H 0- E" +
H5,t+) the protein detaches from the rotor. A new cycle
may start after back-transition to state E'. The sequence of
protonations, deprotonations, and conformational transi-
tions depicted in Fig. 10 is analogous to the reaction cycle
proposed for the F0Fl ATP-synthase in which in one state
stator
FIGURE 11 Ionic channel elastically bound to the stator. A conforma-
tional transition from state HE' to state E"H of the channel protein leads
to rotation of the rotor by the angle X in the clockwise direction.
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ATP is strongly bound to the protein (corresponding to the
association of the channel protein with the ring), whereas
in another state binding is weak so that ATP may detach
from the protein (50-52).
We assume that binding of the channel protein to the
ring in states HE'/E"H is strong, so that the conforma-
tional transition HE' - E"H is tightly coupled to a
rotational movement of the ring. The assumption of tight
coupling could be easily replaced by a more general
treatment including the possibility of slippage. So far,
however, the degree of coupling could not be determined
experimentally. A model similar to the model considered
here, but with obligatory loose coupling, has been proposed
by Oosawa and co-workers (33-35). In a motor containing
many channel proteins, at any given moment some chan-
nels are in the protonated, ring-attached state (HE'/E"H),
so that the ring is never free to move with respect to the
channel proteins. A similar situation occurs in muscle
where during contraction always some of the myosin heads
are attached while others are detached from the actin
filament.
In the version of the model shown in Fig. 10, force is
generated in the transitions HE' 4-* E"H, clockwise rota-
tion being associated with outward flow of protons. Switch-
ing from clockwise to counterclockwise rotation would
occur if, after a cooperative transition in the structure of
the ring, the ring becomes competent to bind the channel
protein in states E'/E" and to release it in states HE'/
E"H.
The main difference between model II and model I is in
the notion that in model I the proton interacts simulta-
neously with the rotor and with the stator, whereas in
model II the transport pathway ofH+ is separated from the
rotor, and force is transmitted from stator to rotor by a
shape change of the channel protein.
In the presence of an external torque Me = N,me, the
energy difference between states HE' and E"H is changed
by the amount w (expressed in units of kT):
Meq 27rMe
kT kTNrNs (4)
Nr = 27r/4 is the number of attachment sites on the rotor,
N, N, the number of stator elements, and me the torque
per single stator element. In analogy to Eqs. 4 and 5, the
rate constants k, k", 1', and 1" (Fig. 10) are given by
k'= k' exp [(z + 1)6u/2 + w/ 2] (48)
k" = k" exp [-(z + I)5u/2 - w/2] (49)
'= 'exp (ZAu/2) (50)
I" = I" exp (-zbu/2). (51)
zeo is the electric charge of the empty ion-binding site, u =
eo(4' -f"')/kT the voltage in units of kT/eo, and a the
relative dielectric distance (40) over which the binding site
cyto-
plasm
C
external
medium
cof
(; , | |
~~E"H "
6 !aO
FIGURE 12 Energy profile of H+ along the transport pathway. In
conformation HE' the ion-binding site is accessible from the cytoplasmic
side, but separated from the external medium by a high energy barrier. In
conformation E"H the binding site is accessible from the external
medium. a', a", and 6 are dielectric distances along the transport
pathway.
moves in the transition E' - E" (Fig. 12). If part of the
transmembrane voltage u drops between binding site and
adjacent aqueous medium, K' and K" become voltage
dependent:
K' = K' exp (-a'u)
K" = k" exp (a"u).
(52)
(53)
a' and a" are the relative dielectric distances (Fig. 12)
between binding site and water. The "ion-well" effect (41)
described by Eqs. 52 and 53 represents a mechanism by
which part of the transmembrane voltage becomes equiva-
lent to a pH difference. In analogy to Eq. 11, the rate
constants and equilibrium constants may be shown to be
connected by
k'l K"k' * Kt = exp (u + w). (54)
The proton flux j through the single stator element can be
calculated using the same methods as in the analysis of
model I and assuming again that protonation and depro-
tonation reactions are not rate limiting. If the proton
concentrations c' and c" are sufficiently high so that the
empty states E' and E" are only weakly populated, the
rotation rate v is given by v = jI/N (as before). The result
then reads
v = ¢N Kt[c'exp (u + w) - c"]
aN,K" (55)
a = (1 + c'/K') (I" + k"C"'/K"P)
+ (1 + c"/K") (1' + k'c'/K'). (56)
Thus, the equation for v has a similar form as the expres-
sions derived for model I (Eqs. 14-20). The main differ-
ence is the occurrence of terms proportional to c'c" in the
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denominator. This reflects the fact that at high proton
concentrations transitions between the unprotonated states
(E' - E") become rate limiting.
According to Eq. 47 the torque M =-Me generated by
the motor is equal to
kT
M== - kTNNSw. (57)2wr
This means that the maximal torque M0 M(v = 0) is
again given by Eq. 23.
The maximal rotation rate vo at vanishing viscous load is
obtained from Eq. 55 under the condition w = 0. This
yields, together with Eq. 22,
v0 = N K[exp (e.Ap/kT)-1]. (58)
Numerical analysis of Eqs. 55-57 shows that for most
combinations of the kinetic parameters, the rotation rate of
v is a nonlinear function of torque M. However, in a certain
range of parameter values the function v(M) approaches a
linear behavior. (For instance, a nearly linear relationship
between v and M is obtained for c' = c" = 10 K' = 10 K",
-~~ ~ ~
~~~~
--
l'=l"=10ok'= 10 k", a'= a"= 0, V=-140 mV.) This
means that model II cannot be excluded as a possible
mechanism of the flagellar motor on the basis of the
available experimental data.
DISCUSSION
The flagellar motor of bacteria is an osmoelectric machine
(32) capable of transforming energy stored in an electro-
chemical potential gradient into mechanical work. The aim
of this paper was to derive predictions on the dynamic
properties of the motor from microscopic models. For this
purpose two different mechanisms have been considered,
one in which force is generated by simultaneous interaction
of the driving ion with ligands on the rotor and on the
stator, and one in which ion translocation induces a cycle of
conformational transitions of the stator element which is
coupled to motion of the rotor. Both mechanisms lead to
similar predictions on the observable kinetic properties of
the flagellar motor.
In the analysis of both models the assumption has been
used that events in the individual force-generating units
are uncorrelated. This assumption seems reasonable, since
correlation between many single elements normally leads
to high activation energies and to a strongly superlinear
dependence of rate on driving force, which is not observed
experimentally. Lack of correlation may result from elastic
coupling of the stator elements to the cell wall (30, 31), or
from the existence of a quasi-continuum of sites on the
rotor with which the stator elements interact.
The analysis of both models leads to closed expressions
describing rotation rate as a function of torque generated
by the motor. The theoretical predictions are in agreement
with the following experimental observations: (a) By mea-
suring rotation rate v at different viscous loads, Berg and
co-workers observed a linear relationship between torque
M and rotation rate (24). A linear dependence ofM on v is
predicted by model I if the number of energy wells of the
ion-transport pathway is sufficiently high (practically, the
number of inner wells must be 2 or larger). In model II an
approximately linear relationship between M and v may be
expected in a certain range of kinetic parameters. (b)
According to Fig. 6, the rotation rate at a given viscous
load should increase linearly with the number of force-
generating units; this prediction, which follows directly
from the assumption of independence among force genera-
tors, is consistent with the experiments of Block and Berg
(10). (c) The torque generated by the motor at high viscous
load and constant protonmotive force Ap is virtually inde-
pendent of temperature (30). This agrees with Eq. 23
predicting that the maximal torque MO should depend
exclusively on Nr, N, and Ap. It should be emphasized,
however, that Eq. 23 is not specific to the models consid-
ered here; it may be expected to hold for any tightly
coupled ion-driven motor in the limit of fully occupied
binding sites. (d) The motor has been found to run without
detectable stepping; if steps occur periodically, their num-
ber must be larger than 100 (7). In model I the number Z
of steps per revolution is equal to Nr(n + 1); with Nr = 30
and n = 2, Z becomes equal to 90. In model II the number
of steps per revolution is given by 2ir/0 = Nr; it is feasible
that Nr is as large as 100. Additional smoothing of rotary
motion may result from elastic filtering (31). (e) Both
models predict that energy-driven rotation is superimposed
by rotational Brownian motion, and that an intrinsic
threshold value of Ap for rotation does not exist. Brownian
motion at low values of Ap has been observed by Khan et
al. in experiments with Streptococcus (39). In Streptococ-
cus the threshold for rotation was found to be small, <25
mV (18). In other systems a finite threshold value of Ap for
rotation was observed ( 17, 44). It has been proposed that in
these cases the threshold may result from secondary
effects, such as blocking by particulate material that gets
stuck between the cell wall and the drive shaft and is
expelled from the motor at a finite Ap (39). (f) In both
mechanisms, H+ can be replaced by other ion species, such
as Na+, which has been shown to be the driving ion for
flagellar rotation in alkalophilic bacteria (21). (g) The
reaction cycles of Figs. 3 and 10 are fully reversible. This is
consistent with the finding that flagellar rotation can be
driven by a protonmotive force of either sign (22, 54, 55).
At a given Ap, the direction of rotation can abruptly
change from clockwise to counterclockwise; by this switch-
ing reaction bacteria respond to chemosensory stimuli (2).
In model I switching between clockwise and counterclock-
wise rotation may involve a cooperative transition in the M
ring, in which the angle of inclination of the rotor half-
channels is changed from 0 to -0 (Fig. 1). In model II the
switching mechanism may consist in a change of binding
affinity of the attachment sites on the M ring with respect
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to states HE'/HE" and E'/E" of the stator element (Fig.
10).
Model I and model II could be distinguished by measur-
ing rotation rate v as a function of the intra- and extracellu-
lar proton concentrations c' and c". Whereas for model I a
saturation behavior is predicted at large values of c' and c"
(Eqs. 14-20), the rotation rate should decrease to zero for
increasing c' and c" in model II (according to the term
proportional to c'c" in Eq. 56). This concentration depen-
dence of v in model II results from the fact that at high
proton concentration, transitions between the unproton-
ated states E' and E" become rate-limiting.
A further experimental test of the theoretical models
consists in determining the ratio of rotation rate v and
ion-flux rate J. Oosawa and co-workers (33-35) have
analyzed models based on loose coupling between v and J,
in which the ratio v/J varies with viscous load. In contrast,
in the mechanisms considered in this paper, v and J are
tightly coupled and their ratio is load-independent. It
should be clear, however, that tight coupling represents an
idealized limiting case and that deviations from the limit-
ing coupling ratio may occur, for instance, when in model I
ions pass across barriers in the channel without a concomi-
tant movement of the rotor.
Detailed information on microscopic properties of the
flagellar motor may be obtained by measuring rotation
rate as a function of voltage and of intra- and extracellular
proton concentrations. Depending on the microscopic
parameters of the model, the relationship between rotation
rate and protonmotive force may be superlinear, linear, or
saturating, as illustrated by Figs. 7-9.
APPENDIX A
Derivation of Eq. 11
We consider the case that only a single stator-element is present and that
the transitions A.3 Al - A2 ... An- A,, are completely blocked.
Under this condition a true equilibrium state can be established for
arbitrary values of c', c", and Alt' - /" by imposing an external
torque me of appropriate magnitude. m, is obtained from the condition
that in the equilibrium state the change of free energy, AIH = FAl +
RT ln (c'/c"), associated with the transport of one mole of H+ across the
membrane must be equal to the mechanical work -Lmek required for
rotating the ring by the angle L (Fig. 1) against the external torque me
(F is the Faraday constant, R the gas constant, T the absolute tempera-
ture, and L the Avogadro constant). With RT/F = kT/eo, u = eOA4,/kT,
and w = meo/kT one obtains
-w = u + ln (c'/c") (equilibrium). (Al)
For the derivation of Eq. 11 we combine the equilibrium conditions
x[B+,+]
-k (i = 0, 1,.. .n) (A2)
x[B,] k7"1
with Eqs. Al, 9, and 10. This yields
k'k... k K"(
1 n K'H = ex (u + w).
Since any value of u + w can be obtained by a suitable choice of c"/c' and
since the kinetic parameters on the left-hand side of Eq. A3 are
independent of c' and c", Eq. A3 holds for equilibrium as well as
nonequilibrium conditions. This proves Eq. 11.
APPENDIX B
Derivation of Eqs. 14-20
In the following we calculate the ion flux j through the single stator-
channel in the limit of high ion concentrations (c' >> K', c" >> K"). Under
this condition the probability P that the channel is occupied by an ion is
unity:
n+1
P- x[Bi]= . (B1)
i-O
In the steady state the time variation of the probabilities x[Bi] vanishes:
dx[B,]
dt
= k, , x[Bj_.] + k,'"+ x[B,+] -(k' + k') x[Bi] = 0 (B2)
(i= 1,2,..n).
Eqs. BI and B2 together with Eqs. 9 and 10 represent a system of n + 4
equations for the determination of the n + 4 unknowns x[AO], x[An+1],
x[BO], . . , x[B.+1]. The steady-state net fluxj is obtained from any of the
relations
j = kx[B1] - k','x[Bi+1], (B3)
together with Eq. 11. j and v = jI/N, can be easily calculated for small
values of n. The results for n = 0, 1, and 2 are represented in Eqs. 14-20.
For n > 2 it is more practical evaluating the unknowns x[B,] numerically
by the method of matrix inversion (42).
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